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Introduction: Pembrolizumab, an immune checkpoint inhibitor for treating

non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC), can impose a high financial burden.

Several studies have explored the cost-effectiveness of this expensive agent.

We conducted a systematic review and pooled analysis to evaluate the quality

of the existing pharmacoeconomic studies on pembrolizumab strategies for

NSCLC treatment as well as to conclude the cost-effectiveness of such

strategies.

Methods: English and Chinese databases were searched to collect health

economic studies on pembrolizumab therapies (monotherapy or a

combination with chemotherapy) compared with chemotherapy for the

treatment of NSCLC patients. The reporting quality, modeling methods, and

results of incremental cost-effectiveness analysis of the included literature

were descriptively analyzed.

Results: A total of 24 studies, 3 in Chinese and 21 in English, were selected. All

reports satisfy a median of 31 out of 40 reporting quality assessment items

based on a quality checklist for pharmacoeconomic evaluations. 12 studies

used the Markov model and 11 used the partitioned survival model. A common

problem identified in the modeling methods was the insufficient justification of

the choices of model structure and data inputs. Pembrolizumab was found to

be cost-effective in the United States and Switzerland, but not in China, France,

the UK, or Singapore.

Conclusion: The current cost-effectiveness studies on pembrolizumab for the

treatment of NSCLC are of moderate quality, and the relevant decision-analytic

modeling methods have much scope for improvement. The cost-effectiveness

of pembrolizumab strategies for NSCLC varies across countries, warranting the
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need to pay more attention to the methodologies of pharmacoeconomic

research in order to produce correct outcomes in terms of cost-effectiveness

for different countries.

Systematic Review Registration: https://www.crd.york.ac.uk/PROSPERO/,

identifier CRD42021250480
KEYWORDS

immune checkpoint inhibitors, pembrolizumab, cost-effectiveness, systematic
review, pharmacoeconomic
Introduction

Lung cancer is a type of malignant tumor with the highest

morbidity and mortality among all cancer types. In 2020 alone, it

contributed to 1.8 million out of 9.96 million cancer-related

deaths globally (1). In histopathological terms, lung cancer can

be classified as small cell lung cancer (SCLC) or non-small cell

lung cancer (NSCLC), representing approximately 15% and 85%

of all lung cancer cases, respectively (2). Owing to the relatively

low diagnosis rate of NSCLC at the early stages, approximately

17.6% of NSCLC were diagnosed at stage IIIB and 40% at stage

IV (3), with an estimated 5-year survival rate to be 16% (4). In

patients receiving the conventional platinum-based doublet

chemotherapy for advanced NSCLC without driver gene

mutations, the median overall survival was <1 year (5),

implicating the urgent need for improving the therapeutic

efficacy of current treatment options.

Immune checkpoint inhibitors (ICIs) have made

groundbreaking progress in the treatment of cancer. Currently,

the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has approved 6

PD-1/PD-L1 inhibitors (6). Several clinical trials (7–13) have

presented shown evidence that pembrolizumab immunotherapy

when compared with chemotherapy, can significantly improve

the clinical outcomes for NSCLC patients. In October 2016,

based on 2 randomized controlled trials (RCTs), KEYNOTE-010

(7) and KEYNOTE-024 (8), pembrolizumab was approved by

the FDA for the treatment of metastatic NSCLC patients

identified as PD-L1 positive, that is, with a PD-L1 Tumor

Expression Score (TPS) ≥1% as determined by an FDA-

approved test. For the first time, an ICI was approved as the

first-line treatment of lung cancer, with an extension of

indications of pembrolizumab from high PD-L1 expression

(TPS ≥50%) to PD-P1 positive (TPS ≥1%).

As a novel treatment option, the high costs of ICIs can place

a heavy burden on society, as the cost-effectiveness of such

therapies remains debatable. This study aimed to conclude,

through a systematic review of health economic studies
02
relevant to pembrolizumab for the treatment of NSCLC, the

cost-effectiveness of pembrolizumab as a single agent or in

combination with chemotherapy, relative to the standard or

conventional chemotherapy, thereby facilitating and providing

evidence for healthcare resource allocation and policy-making

regarding the treatment of NSCLC with pembrolizumab.
Methods

Literature search

Past studies were searched and screened in adherence to the

PRISMA guidelines (14). We searched 7 databases, including the

English databases Cochrane Library, Embase, PubMed, and

EBSCO EconLit, and Chinese databases VIP, Wanfang

Database, and CNKI to collect studies published from database

inception until March 26, 2021. The details of searching

strategies are presented in Appendix A.1. After the removal of

duplicates, the studies were preliminarily screened by examining

the titles and abstracts based on pre-specified inclusion and

exclusion criteria. The studies included after the preliminary

screening were secondarily screened by reading the full text to

identify studies that could be included in the final analysis.
Inclusion and exclusion

The search results were selected in accordance with the

following inclusion criteria: (1) patients with NSCLC were the

target population; (2) pembrolizumab monotherapy or

pembrolizumab combined with chemotherapy was used as the

intervention strategy; (3) chemotherapy drugs were used as the

comparator; (4) studies that report pharmacoeconomic

outcomes, including cost, life-years (LY), quality-adjusted life-

years (QALY), and incremental cost-effectiveness ratio (ICER);

and (5) the study design was economic evaluations (cost-
frontiersin.org
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effectiveness, cost-benefit and cost-utility analyses). Studies were

excluded if they were: (1) without any decision-analytic model;

(2) without clinical data inputs from any clinical trial; (2)

duplicates; (3) conference abstracts, editorials, literature

reviews, comments, notes, or letters; (4) not written in Chinese

or English; or (5) unavailable for full-text after active measures

were taken to acquire access.
Assessment of reporting quality

The reporting quality of the included health economic

studies was assessed with reference to a quality assessment

check l i s t descr ibed by The China Guide l ine s fo r

Pharmacoeconomic Evaluations 2020 Edition (15). This

checklist is based on the guideline’s recommended standard

reporting format and contains areas specific to health economic

evaluations, for example, evaluation of cost and utility data

sources. We adapted the checklist to 40 yes/no questions

(Appendix A.2) suitable for the assessment of reporting

quality. A study was assessed based on whether it met the

quality requirement proposed by each question unless the

question was not applicable. Accordingly, the quality of a

study was determined by the number of checklist questions

whose requirements were satisfied by the study, with a larger

number representing higher quality.
Assessment of modeling methods

We examined the modeling methods used in the studies with

regard to the structures and input parameters of the decision-

analytic models. The structural assumptions were examined in

terms of the research perspectives, model types, health states,

and transitions among them, modeling cycles, and time

horizons. The sources of cost, utility, and clinical efficacy

inputs, as well as the means of their estimation and analysis,

were also evaluated. In additional, results from the uncertainty

analyses in each study are also reported to evaluate whether

parameter uncertainties, structural uncertainties, and

methodolog ica l uncer ta int i es o f the mode ls were

appropriately addressed.
Evaluation of cost-effectiveness results

We compared the results and conclusions from the included

cost-effectiveness analysis (CEA) on pembrolizumab

mono the r apy or pembro l i zumab comb ined wi th

chemotherapy, relative to chemotherapy, to ascertain the cost-

effectiveness of pembrolizumab regimens in different countries.

Furthermore, we compared the ICER results from different

studies that shared similar country perspectives and clinical
Frontiers in Oncology 03
data sources to explore the potential factors, e.g. model

structures and parameter inputs, that might contribute to the

different outcomes.
Results

Results of literature selection

A total of 742 studies were collected after the database

search. After the removal of duplicates, 637 studies entered the

preliminary screening, wherein each study was assessed with

reference to the inclusion and exclusion criteria through an

examination of their titles and abstracts. 24 eligible studies (16–

39) were identified in the primary screening and further

examined via secondary screening by reading the full text,

whereby all 24 studies were included in the final analysis. The

process of searching and screening is illustrated in Figure 1.

The 24 studies for the final analysis included three in

Chinese and 21 in English languages; these studies were

published in the recent 5 years, with the earliest record

published in 2017 and 20 records during 2019–2021. All

included studies were based on model-based CEA of

pembrolizumab in the treatment of NSCLC, using clinical data

from one or more clinical trials. Five trials related to

pembrolizumab, namely, KEYNOTE-010 (7), KEYNOTE-024

(8), KEYNOTE-189 (10), KEYNOTE-407 (11), and KEYNOTE-

042 (13), were referred to as clinical data sources by these

studies. For the base-case analysis, 7 studies investigated the

cost-effectiveness of pembrolizumab combined with

chemotherapy as the intervention strategy of interest, whereas

15 studies investigated pembrolizumab monotherapy, with

conventional or standard chemotherapy as the comparator.

For ICER outcomes, 14 studies reported outcomes as

incremental cost per QALY, whereas 10 studies reported both

incremental costs per QALY and per LY. 21 studies were from a

single country’s perspective, and 3 studies conducted the CEA in

two country settings. The United States (US) and China were the

two most common settings, with 12 and 9 analyses, respectively.

The other country settings were Switzerland, France, the United

Kingdom (UK), and Singapore. Most studies in the US setting

were from the perspective of third-party payers, whereas the

other studies were mainly perspectives of society or healthcare

systems. The basic information of the included studies is

summarized in Table 1.
Results of literature quality assessment

By the reporting quality assessment checklist described in

Appendix A.2; the quality of the studies varied as the number of

items met by each study ranged from 24 to 35 (median 31).

Specifically, 2 studies satisfied ≤25 items in the checklist, 9
frontiersin.org
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studies satisfied 26-30 items, and 14 studies between 31-35 items.

The three reports written in Chinese satisfied an average of 28

items, and the English reports satisfied an average of 31.4 items.

None of the studies were able to fully meet the reporting quality

assessment criteria. Three studies that satisfied the requirements

of 35 checklist questions, which were the highest among the

included studies, did not meet the requirements in certain

aspects. These included a lack of a systematic literature review,

ambiguous description of the research question, or insufficient

justification for the choice of the comparators. The checklist

questions represented by these aspects were also among the least

satisfied items by all the included studies. The results of the

literature reporting quality assessment are presented in

Appendix A.3 and summarized in the last column of Table 1.
Results of modeling method analysis

Model structure assumptions
The Markov model was used in 12 of the 24 studies, some

with a combined decision tree, and the partitioned survival (PS)

model was utilized in 11 studies. In one of the studies, the model

type was not specified. In most model structures, three health

states representing progression-free survival (PFS), disease
Frontiers in Oncology 04
progression (PD), and death were adopted. Georgieva et al.

(26) presented a total of five health states by adding two

absorption states (treatment termination due to related AEs

and treatment termination due to PD) in addition to death. The

extracted information on modeling methods is presented

in Table 2.

In five studies, the transition between health states was

modeled over a time horizon of a lifetime or until 99% of the

patients had died. A shorter time horizon of 20 years was used in

11 studies, 10 years in 7 studies, and 5 years in 1 study. The

modeling cycle length was 1 week (nine studies, predominantly

with the PS model), 3 weeks (nine studies, predominantly with

the Markov model), 30 days (four studies), or 6 weeks (one

study). The choice of the cycle lengths, however, was scarcely

justified in most studies. The specific parametric models used for

extrapolating the survival data were described in 20 studies.

Moreover, 17 studies reported the criteria to measure the

goodness-of-fit of the parametric distributions for survival

extrapolation. Among these, the Akaike Information Criterion

(AIC), Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC), and visual

inspections were adopted in 13 studies, AIC and visual

examination in 2 studies, and the coefficient of determination,

R2, in 2 studies. Common choices of distributions included the

Weibull, log-normal, log-logistic, and generalized gamma
FIGURE 1

Search flow chart.
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TABLE 1 Key study information & reporting quality.

Reference Clinical Population Intervention Comparator Outcomes Country
Background

Reporting Quality
(Out of 40 Items)

mental cost/QALY China 25

mental cost/
YIncremental cost/LY

China 34

mental cost/QALY US 32

mental cost/
YIncremental cost/LY

US 34

mental cost/QALY US & China 29

mental cost/QALY US & China 32

mental cost/
YIncremental cost/LY

US 34

mental cost/
YIncremental cost/LY

Switzerland 29

mental cost/
YIncremental cost/LY

Switzerland 32

mental cost/QALY UK 30

mental cost/QALY US & UK 29

mental cost/
YIncremental cost/LY

US 32

mental cost/QALY China 30

mental cost/
YIncremental cost/LY

China (Hong
Kong)

29

mental cost/
YIncremental cost/LY

France 33

mental cost/QALY Singapore 35

mental cost/QALY US 31

mental cost/QALY US 31

mental cost/
YIncremental cost/LY

US 35
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Data Source

Lei (16) KN189 Previously untreated advanced non-squamous NSCLC without EGFR or ALK
mutations

Pembrolizumab
+ PT-Chem

PT-Chem Incr

Jiang (17) KN189 Previously untreated advanced non-squamous NSCLC without EGFR or ALK
mutations

Pembrolizumab
+ PT-Chem

PT-Chem Incr
QAL

Zeng (18) KN189 Previously untreated advanced non-squamous NSCLC without EGFR or ALK
mutations

Pembrolizumab
+ PT-Chem

PT-Chem Incr

Insinga (19) KN189 Previously untreated advanced non-squamous NSCLC without EGFR or ALK
mutations

Pembrolizumab
+ PT-Chem

PT-Chem Incr
QAL

Wan (20) KN189 Previously untreated advanced non-squamous NSCLC without EGFR or ALK
mutations

Pembrolizumab
+ PT-Chem

PT-Chem Incr

Wu (21) KN407, KN189 Previously untreated metastatic squamous and non-squamous NSCLC
without EGFR or ALK mutations

Pembrolizumab
+ PT-Chem

PT-Chem Incr

Insinga (22) KN407 Previously untreated metastatic squamous NSCLC without EGFR or ALK
mutations

Pembrolizumab
+ PT-Chem

PT-Chem Incr
QAL

Barbier (23) KN024 Previously untreated stage IV (mostly non-squamous) NSCLC with PD-L1
expression ≥ 50% and without EGFR or ALK mutations

Pembrolizumab
monotherapy

PT-Chem Incr
QAL

Bhadhur (24) KN024 Previously untreated stage IV NSCLC with ≥ 50% PD-L1 expression, without
EGFR or ALK mutations

Pembrolizumab
monotherapy

PT-Chem Incr
QAL

Hu (25) KN024 Previously untreated stage IV NSCLC with ≥ 50% PD-L1 expression and
without EGFR or ALK mutations

Pembrolizumab
monotherapy

PT-Chem Incr

Georgieva (26) KN024 Previously untreated stage IV NSCLC with ≥ 50% PD-L1 expression and
without EGFR or ALK mutations

Pembrolizumab
monotherapy

PT-Chem Incr

Huang (27) KN024 Previously untreated stage IV NSCLC with ≥ 50% PD-L1 expression, without
EGFR or ALK mutations

Pembrolizumab
monotherapy

PT-Chem Incr
QAL

Liao (28) KN024 Previously untreated stage IV NSCLC with ≥ 50% PD-L1 expression and
without EGFR or ALK mutations

Pembrolizumab
monotherapy

PT-Chem Incr

Loong (29) KN024 Previously untreated stage IV NSCLC with ≥ 50% PD-L1 expression, without
EGFR or ALK mutations

Pembrolizumab
monotherapy

PT-Chem Incr
QAL

Chouaid (30) KN024 Previously untreated stage IV NSCLC with ≥ 50% PD-L1 expression, without
EGFR or ALK mutations

Pembrolizumab
monotherapy

PT-Chem Incr
QAL

Aziz (31) KN024 Previously untreated stage IV NSCLC with ≥ 50% PD-L1 expression, without
EGFR or ALK mutations

Pembrolizumab
monotherapy

PT-Chem Incr

She (32) KN042 Previously untreated locally advanced NSCLC with ≥ 1% PD-L1 expression,
without EGFR or ALK mutations

Pembrolizumab
monotherapy

PT-Chem Incr

Weng (33) KN042 Previously untreated locally advanced NSCLC with ≥ 1% PD-L1 expression,
without EGFR or ALK mutations

Pembrolizumab
monotherapy

PT-Chem Incr

Huang (34) KN042 Previously untreated locally advanced NSCLC with ≥ 1% PD-L1 expression,
without EGFR or ALK mutations

Pembrolizumab
monotherapy

PT-Chem Incr
QAL
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distribution. In seven studies, when modeling clinical efficacy

data, in addition to PFS and OS, time-on-treatment (ToT) was

considered to accurately reflect the duration of the treatment

schemes. In nine studies using the PS model, survival was

modeled using a piece-wise method in which the original

Kaplan-Meier data or different distributions could be applied

at different phases of the survival curves, with specific cutoff

points described.

Among the 12 studies using the Markov model, 9 studies

employed time-varying transition probabilities based on time-

to-event data and 3 studies assumed fixed transition probabilities

between the health states estimated from the survival data. The

relevant survival functions for the calculation of transitional

probabilities were provided in two studies that applied time-

varying transition probabilities. Among the studies using fixed

transition probabilities, specific transition probability values

were provided only in one article. Half-cycle correction was

reported in three studies.

Model parameter input
The clinical efficacy inputs in all 24 studies were derived

from the PFS and OS curves of one or more RCTs. The sources

of cost inputs were closely related to the research perspective of

each study. Despite different perspectives across countries, only

direct medical costs were considered in all studies. The

commonly reported costs were drug cost, administration cost,

disease management cost, adverse event (AE) management cost,

and terminal care cost. Additionally, in the studies where PD-L1

expression levels were differentiated, the cost of PD-L1 testing

was also considered. The estimation of subsequent treatment

costs following disease progression largely depended on

assumptions made about subsequent treatment regimes. In 13

studies, the proportions of patients receiving subsequent

treatment and regimen details in the experimental and control

groups were described separately. The AEs and related costs

included in the modeling were described in 22 studies, all of

which encompassed grade 3 or higher adverse events.

Pneumonitis, as an AE, was additionally included in three

studies according to experts’ advice because it was associated

with a high management cost despite a low frequency.

Discounting of both costs and outcomes in the models has

been recommended by guidelines (15). In 20 studies,

discounting of both costs and outcomes was described, most

commonly with a 3% discount rate. In two studies, discounting

was not performed in the base-case analysis. In one study, the

researchers did not specify whether the reported discount rate

was applied to costs or outcomes. In another study, only costs

were discounted.

Inputs of utilities were mainly based on time-to-death or

health states. Utility values were stratified in terms of days before

patient death (e.g., a common stratification being <30 days, 30–

180 days, 180–360 days, and >360 days to death) in 9 studies and

terms of different health states (i.e., PFS state and PD state) in 15
T
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TABLE 2 Key information of model structures and parameter inputs.

Reference Model Time Modeling Parametric distributions for extrapolation of survival in Type of Inclusion of
adverse events

Approach to
Utilities

Annual discount rate
for cost and outcome

AEs of grade 3-4 By health states 5%, unspecified whether it
is applied to cost or
outcome, or both

AEs of grade ≥ 3 By time-to-death 3%

AEs of grade ≥ 3 with
incidence ≥ 5%

By health states;
disutility of AEs
considered

3%

AEs of grade ≥ 3 with
incidence ≥ 5%

By time-to-death 3%

AEs of grade ≥ 3 By health states 3%

AEs of grade ≥ 3 By time-to-death 3% (US) 5% (CN)

AEs of grade ≥ 3 with
incidence ≥ 5%

By time-to-death 3%

AEs of grade 3-4 By health states and
treatment arms

3%

AEs of grade ≥ 3 with
incidence ≥ 5% +
pneumonitis

By time-to-death 3%

AEs of grade ≥ 3 with
incidence ≥ 5%

By health states and
treatment arms;
disutility of AEs
considered

3.5%

Included AEs are listed,
without inclusion
criteria specified

By health states No discounting in the base-
case; 3% in scenario
analysis

AEs of grade ≥ 3 with
incidence ≥ 5% +
pneumonitis

By time-to-death 3%
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Type Horizon cycle the base-case costs

Lei (16) Markov 10 years 21 days Unspecified Direct
medical costs

Jiang (17) PS 20 years 7 days PFS experimental arm: Weibull and log-normal; PFS control arm:
Weibull; OS in both arms: exponential distribution

Direct
medical costs

Zeng (18) Markov 20 years 21 days Exponential distribution for OS and Weibull for PFS in both groups Direct
medical costs

Insinga (19) PS 20 years 7 days ToT: exponential distribution for experimental arm, Gompertz for control
arm; PFS experimental arm: K-M data till Week 39, Weibull thereafter;
PFS control arm: K-M data till Week 21, Weibull thereafter; OS data in
both arms, K-M data till Week 31, exponential distribution thereafter

Direct
medical costs

Wan (20) Markov Lifetime 21 days Weibull and log-logistic Direct
medical costs

Wu (21) Decision
Tree +
Markov

20 years 21 days Royston/Parmar model for pooled OS of two trials; log-normal model for
PFS of KN189; log-logistic model for PFS of KN407

Direct
medical costs

Insinga (22) PS 20 years 7 days ToT: gen-gamma for experimental arm, original K-M for control arm;
PFS in both arms: K-M data till Week 26, log-normal thereafter; OS in
both arms: K-M data till Week 19, exponential distribution thereafter

Direct
medical costs

Barbier (23) Markov 10 years 30 days Exponential distribution for OS and lognormal distribution for PFS in
both groups

Direct
medical costs

Bhadhur (24) PS 20 year 7 days ToT: Weibull for experimental arm, gen-gamma for control arm. PFS
experimental arm: K-M data till Week 9, Weibull thereafter. PFS control
arm: K-M data till Week 9, exponential distribution thereafter. OS: K-M
till Week 32 for experimental arm and Week 38 for control arm,
exponential distribution for both arms from then to Year 5, a constant
mortality rate from Year 5 to 20

Direct
medical costs

Hu (25) Markov Lifetime
(until 99%
patients
have died)

21 days Unspecified Direct
medical costs

Georgieva (26) Bayesian
Markov

Lifetime 30 days Weibull for OS and PFS in both groups Direct
medical costs

Huang (27) PS 20 years 7 days ToT: Weibull for experimental arm, gen-gamma for control arm; PFS
experimental arm: K-M data till Week 9, Weibull thereafter. PFS control
arm: K-M data till Week 9, exponential distribution thereafter. OS: K-M
till Week 32 for experimental arm and Week 38 for control arm,

Direct
medical costs
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TABLE 2 Continued

Reference Model
Type

Time
Horizon

Modeling
cycle

Parametric distributions for extrapolation of survival in
the base-case

Type of
costs

Inclusion of
adverse events

Approach to
Utilities

Annual discount rate
for cost and outcome

specified By health states 3%

s of grade ≥ 3 with
idence ≥ 5% +
eumonitis

By time-to-death
and health states

3%

s of grade ≥ 3 with
idence ≥ 1%,
luding diabetes
llitus

By health states;
disutility of AEs
considered

4%

s of grade ≥ 3 By health states and
lines of therapy;
disutility of AEs
considered

3%

s of grade ≥ 3 with
idence ≥ 5%

By health states and
treatment arms

3%

ur kinds of SAEs with
idence ≥ 5%

By health states and
treatment arms

3% discount rate for costs,
unspecified for outcomes

s of grade 3-5 By time-to-death 3%

s of grade ≥ 3 By health states 3%

s of grade ≥ 3 with
idence ≥ 3%

By health states 5%

s of grade ≥ 3 with
idence ≥ 3%

By health states 5%

(Continued)
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exponential distribution for both arms from then to Year 5, a constant
mortality rate from Year 5 to 20

Liao (28) Markov 10 years 30 days Unspecified Direct
medical costs

Un

Loong (29) PS 10 years 7 days PFS: K-M data for both arms till Week 9, Weibull for experimental arm
and exponential distribution for control arm thereafter. OS experimental
arm: K-M data till Week 32, exponential distribution from Week 32 to
Year 5; OS control arm: K-M data till Week 38, exponential distribution
from Week 38 to Year 5, a constant mortality rate from Year 5 to 20 for
both arms

Direct
medical costs

AE
in
pn

Chouaid (30) PS 10 years 7 days PFS in both arms: K-M data till Week 9, Weibull and exponential
distribution for squamous NSCLC, gen-gamma and exponential
distribution for non-squamous NSCLC thereafter; OS experimental arm,
K-M data till Week 22, exponential distribution thereafter; OS control
arm: K-M data till Week 15, exponential distribution thereafter

Direct
medical costs

AE
in
ex
m

Aziz (31) PS 10 years 7 days OS in both arms: K-M data till Week 33, exponential distribution
thereafter; PFS in both arms: K-M data till Week 9, Weibull thereafter

Direct
medical costs

AE

She (32) Decision
tree +
Markov

20 years 42 days Weibull for OS and PFS in both groups Direct
medical costs

AE
in

Weng (33) Markov Lifetime
(until 99%
patients
have died)

21 days Weibull for OS and PFS in both groups Direct
medical costs

Fo
in

Huang (34) PS 20 years Unspecified ToT: K-M data; PFS in both arms: K-M data till Week 9, Weibull for
experimental arm and exponential distribution for control arm thereafter;
OS in both arms: K-M data till Week 33, exponential distribution from
then to Year 4, a constant mortality rate from Year 4 to 20.

Direct
medical costs

AE

Zhou (35) Markov 10 years 21 days Unspecified Direct
medical costs

AE

Xu (36) Markov Lifetime 21 days OS regardless of TPS: Gen-gamma for experimental arm, log-logistic for
control arm; PFS TPS ≥50%: Log-normal for experimental arm, gen-
gamma for control arm; PFS TPS ≥20%: gen-gamma for experimental
arm, log-logistic for control arm; PFS TPS ≥1%: log-logistic for
experimental arm, gen-gamma for control arm

Direct
medical costs

AE
in

Xu (37) PS 20 years 21 days OS regardless of TPS: Gen-gamma for experimental arm, log-logistic for
control arm; PFS experimental arm: log-normal (TPS ≥ 50%), gen-
gamma (TPS ≥ 20%), log-logistic (TPS ≥ 1%); PFS control arm: gen-
gamma (TPS ≥ 50% and TPS ≥ 1%), log-logistic (TPS ≥ 20%)

Direct
medical costs

AE
in
c

c
c
e

c

c

c

c
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studies. Furthermore, four studies distinguished the utilities

between the treatment arms, and six studies considered the

disutility of AEs.
Results on cost-effectiveness

As the included 24 studies are CEA, incremental cost per

QALY as ICER outcomes were reported in all studies. Although

the interventions were generally categorized as pembrolizumab

monotherapy or pembrolizumab plus chemotherapy, and the

comparators were generally chemotherapy, there were

differences in the specific strategies used for the CEA in each

study. Similarly, while some studies used the same clinical trial,

e.g. KN-189 as their clinical data inputs, some studies might only

use a subgroup of the trial population for the CEA. In order to

compare the results from different studies, the perspectives,

clinical data sources, willingness-to-pay (WTP) thresholds, the

corresponding treating strategies and comparator strategies,

ICER per QALY, and conclusion of cost-effectiveness of the

base-case analysis in each study are summarized in Table 3.

Pembrolizumab monotherapy
vs. chemotherapy

Conclusions on the cost-effectiveness of pembrolizumab

monotherapy compared with platinum-based chemotherapy

for patients with first-line advanced, high PD-L1 expression

(≥50%) NSCLC without EGFR or ALK mutations were reported

in eight studies that modeled data from the KEYNOTE-024 trial.

The research perspectives of these studies were based on the

health system or healthcare payers of regional backgrounds,

including Mainland China, Hong Kong, the United States, the

United Kingdom, Switzerland, and France. The results of the

cost-effectiveness analysis suggested that pembrolizumab

monotherapy was more likely to be cost-effective in

Switzerland, the United States, France, and Hong Kong,

whereas the studies conducted in the background of the

United Kingdom, mainland China, and Singapore indicated

the contrary. Among these, two studies (23, 24) from the

perspective of Swiss payers reached ICERs of CHF 68,580

(USD 73,813)/QALY and CHF 57,402 (USD 61,782)/QALY

respectively, both below the same WTP. The UK perspective

of the study by Georgieva et al. (26) explored different scenarios

in the base-case, assuming different dependency levels between

the outcomes of the treating arm and adjusting utility values for

end-of-life interventions. When they assumed moderate

dependency between the outcomes of the two arms, and

without end-of-life utility adjustment, the ICER (USD

115,000/QALY) was close to that of another study [Hu et al.]

with the UK heal thcare system perspect ive (USD

117,550/QALY).

The cost-effectiveness of pembrolizumab monotherapy

versus platinum-based chemotherapy for patients with first-
T
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TABLE 3 Key information and results of base-case analysis and uncertainty analysis.

Reference Perspective Clinical WTP threshold Treating Strategy Comparison
Strategy

ICER (cost per QALY) Cost-effective?
(Yes/No)

Platinum-based
Chemotherapy (PT-
C) for all patients

RMB 1,198, 092.32 (USD 173,636.57)
/QALY

No

PT-C for all patients USD $96,644/QALY No

PT-C for all patients USD 194,372/QALY US: No

PT-C for all patients USD $104,823/QALY Yes

tatus PT-C for all patients USD 132,392/QALY (US) USD
92,533/QALY (CN)

US: No
China: No

ts PT-C for all patients USD 77,745/QALY (US)
USD 56,768/QALY (CN)

US: Yes
China: No

nts PT-C for all patients USD 44,731/QALY (US)
USD 34,388/QALY (CN)

US: Yes
China: No

s PT-C for all patients USD 122,248/QALY (US NSQ)
USD 121,375/QALY (US SQ)
USD 47,328/QALY (CN NSQ)
USD 54,805/QALY (CN SQ)

US: Yes
China: No

ts PT-C for all patients USD 127,661/QALY (US NSQ)
USD 121,554/QALY (US SQ) USD
54,536/QALY (CN NSQ) USD
52,719/QALY (CN SQ)

US: Yes
China: No

nts PT-C for all patients USD 143,282/QALY (US NSQ)
USD 131,495/QALY (US SQ)
USD 61,686/QALY (CN NSQ)
USD 65,920/QALY (CN SQ)

US: Yes
China: No

PT-C for all patients USD $86,293/QALY Yes

PT-C for patients
with TPS ≥50%

CHF 68,580 (USD 73,813)/QALY Yes

PT-C for patients
with TPS ≥50%

CHF 57,402 (USD 61,782)/QALY Yes

(Continued)
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Data
Inputs

Lei (16) China society KN189 RMB 193,500/QALY Pembrolizumab + chemotherapy (P+C) for all patient

Jiang (17) China society KN189 USD 28,106/QALY P+C for all patients

Zeng (18) US payer KN189 USD 130,000/QALY P+C for all patients

Insinga (19) US payer KN189 USD 180,000/QALY P+C for all patients

Wan (20) US: payer
China: payer

KN189 US:
USD 100,000/QALY
China:
USD 27,351/QALY

P+C for all patients without determination of PD-L1 s

P+C for patients with TPS ≥1%, PT-C for other patien

P+C for patients with TPS ≥50%, PT-C for other pati

Wu (21) US: payer
China:
unspecified

KN189 US:
USD 150,000/QALY
China:
USD 29,196/QALY

P+C for patients without determination of PD-L1 stat

P+C for patients with TPS ≥1%, PT-C for other patien

P+C for patients with TPS ≥50%, PT-C for other pati

Insinga (22) US payer KN189 USD 180,000/QALY P+C for all patients

Barbier (23) Swiss payer KN189,
KN024

CHF 100,000/QALY Pembrolizumab for patients with TPS ≥50%

Bhadhur (24) Swiss payer KN024 CHF 100,000/QALY Pembrolizumab for patients with TPS ≥50%
s

e

u

e
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TABLE 3 Continued

Reference Perspective Clinical
Data

WTP threshold Treating Strategy Comparison
Strategy

ICER (cost per QALY) Cost-effective?
(Yes/No)

PT-C for patients
with TPS ≥50%

GBP 86,913 (USD 117,550)/QALY No

PT-C for patients
with TPS ≥50%

USD 34,000/QALY (UK ND1)
USD 31,000/QALY (US ND)
USD 52,000/QALY (UK MD)
USD 49,000/QALY (US MD)

UK: No
US: Yes

PT-C for patients
with TPS ≥50%

USD 81,000/QALY (UK ND)
USD 74,000/QALY (US ND)
USD 115,000/QALY (UK MD)
USD 110,000/QALY (US MD)

UK: No
US: Yes

PT-C for patients
with TPS ≥50%

USD 97,621/QALY Yes

PT-C for patients
with TPS ≥50%

USD 103,128/QALY No

PT-C for patients
with TPS ≥50%

HKD 865,189 (USD 110,922)/QALY Yes

PT-C for patients
with TPS ≥50%

EUR 84,097 (USD 95,719)/QALY (SQ)
EUR 78,729 (USD 89,609)/QALY
(NSQ)

Yes

PT-C for patients
with TPS ≥50%

SGD 167,692 (USD 124,729)/QALY No

PT-C for patients
with TPS ≥50%

USD 136 228.82/QALY Yes

PT-C for patients
with TPS ≥20%

USD 160 625.98/QALY No

PT-C for patients
with TPS ≥1%

USD 179 530.17/QALY No

PT-C for patients
with TPS ≥50%

USD 47,596/QALY Yes

PT-C for patients
with TPS ≥20%

USD 47,184/QALY Yes

PT-C for patients
with TPS ≥1%

USD 68,061/QALY Yes
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11
Inputs

Hu (25) UK healthcare
system

KN024 GBP 50,000/QALY Pembrolizumab for patients with TPS ≥50%

Georgieva (26) UK: healthcare
system
US:
unspecified

KN024 UK:
USD 42,048/QALY
US:
USD 100,000/QALY

Pembrolizumab for patients with TPS ≥50%, with end-of-life (EoL)
adjustment (i.e. giving utility of 1 to EoL interventions). No
dependency (ND) or moderate dependency (MD) between the
simulated patient outcomes of the two arms was incorporated.

Pembrolizumab for patients with TPS ≥50% without EoL adjustment.
ND or MD between the simulated patient outcomes of the two arms
was incorporated.

Huang (27) US payer KN024 USD 171,660/QALY Pembrolizumab for patients with TPS ≥50%

Liao (28) China society KN024 USD 26,481/QALY Pembrolizumab for patients with TPS ≥50%

Loong (29) Hong Kong
Hospital
Authority

KN024 HKD 1,017,819/
QALY

Pembrolizumab for patients with TPS ≥50%

Chouaid (30) French
healthcare
system

KN024 EUR 170,000/QALY Pembrolizumab for patients with TPS ≥50%

Aziz (31) Singapore
healthcare
system

KN024 SGD 100,000/QALY Pembrolizumab for patients with TPS ≥50%

She (32) US payer KN042 USD 150,000/QALY Pembrolizumab for patients with TPS ≥50%

Pembrolizumab for patients with TPS ≥20%

Pembrolizumab for patients with TPS ≥1%

Weng (33) US healthcare
system

KN042 USD 180,000/QALY Pembrolizumab for patients with TPS ≥50%

Pembrolizumab for patients with TPS ≥20%

Pembrolizumab for patients with TPS ≥1%
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TABLE 3 Continued

Reference Perspective Clinical
Data

WTP threshold Treating Strategy Comparison
Strategy

ICER (cost per QALY) Cost-effective?
(Yes/No)

PT-C for patients
with TPS ≥1%

USD 130,155/QALY Yes

PT-C for patients
with TPS ≥50%

USD 36,493/QALY (TPS ≥ 50%) No

PT-C for patients
with TPS ≥20%

USD 42,311/QALY (TPS ≥ 20%) No

PT-C for patients
with TPS ≥1%

USD 39,404/QALY (TPS ≥ 1%) No

PT-C for patients
with TPS ≥50%

RMB 395,332.25 (USD 57,295)/QALY No

PT-C for patients
with TPS ≥20%

RMB 735,613.67 (USD 106,611)/QALY No

PT-C for patients
with TPS ≥1%

RMB 597,770.09 (USD 86,633)/QALY No

PT-C for patients
with TPS ≥50%

RMB 228,254.12 (USD 62,186)/QALY No

PT-C for patients
with TPS ≥20%

RMB 351,267.03 (USD 50,908) /QALY No

PT-C for patients
with TPS ≥1%

RMB 256,990.96 (USD 26,770)/QALY No

Docetaxel for
patients with TPS
≥50%

USD 168,619/QALY Yes

Docetaxel for
patients with TPS
≥1%

USD 98,421/QALY Yes

derate dependency; ND, no dependency; NSQ, non-squamous; PD-L1, programmed death ligand-1; PT-C, platinum-based

ound sterling; SGD, Singapore dollar; HKD, Hong Kong dollar; CHF, Swiss franc.
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Inputs

Huang (34) US payer KN042 USD 194,000/QALY Pembrolizumab for patients with TPS ≥1%

Zhou (35) China payer KN042 USD 26,508/QALY Pembrolizumab for patients with TPS ≥50%

Pembrolizumab for patients with TPS ≥20%

Pembrolizumab for patients with TPS ≥1%

Xu (36) China
healthcare
system

KN042 RMB 212,676/QALY Pembrolizumab for patients with TPS ≥50%

Pembrolizumab for patients with TPS ≥20%

Pembrolizumab for patients with TPS ≥1%

Xu (37) China
healthcare
system

KN042 RMB 193,932/QALY Pembrolizumab for patients with TPS ≥50%

Pembrolizumab for patients with TPS ≥20%

Pembrolizumab for patients with TPS ≥1%

Huang (38) US payer KN010 USD 171,660/QALY Pembrolizumab for patients with TPS ≥50%

Aguiar (39) US Medicare
system

KN010 USD 100,000/QALY Pembrolizumab for patients with TPS ≥1%

P+C, pembrolizumab plus chemotherapy; EoL, end-of-life; ICER, incremental cost-effectiveness ratio; KN, KEYNOTE; MD, m
chemotherapy; QALY, quality-adjusted life years; SQ, squamous; TPS, tumor proportion score; WTP, willingness to pay;
Regions & Currencies: CN, China; UK, The United Kingdom; US, The United States; USD, US dollar; RMB, renminbi; GBP, p
o
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line advanced, PD-L1 positive (≥1%) NSCLC without EGFR or

ALK mutation was reported in six studies based on the

KEYNOTE-042 clinical trial data. Three studies were

conducted from the perspective of US third-party payers but

led to rather distinct ICER estimates. Research by She et al. (32)

using a Markov model with time-varying transition probabilities

resulted in ICERs of $136,228.82/QALY, $160,625.98/QALY,

and $179,530.17/QALY for patients with PD-L1 expression of

≥50%, ≥20%, and ≥1%, respectively. With a WTP threshold of

$150,000/QALY, immunotherapy with pembrolizumab was

cost-effective only for patients with PD-L1 expression ≥50%.

The study by Weng et al. (33) using a Markov model with time-

varying transition probabilities showed that the estimated ICER

for patients with PD-L1 expression of ≥50%, ≥20%, and ≥1%

were $47,596/QALY, $47,184/QALY, and $68,061/QALY,

respectively. At a WTP threshold of $180,000/QALY,

pembrolizumab was concluded to be cost-effective for all three

groups. Huang et al. (27) conducted a base-case analysis without

differentiating between the PD-L1 expression levels of patients

and a subgroup analysis that distinguished between patients

based on PD-L1 expression. Their base-case result showed an

ICER of $130,155/QALY, suggesting cost-effectiveness at a WTP

threshold of $150,000/QALY. However, further results among

subgroups indicated that under the same WTP threshold, the

treatment strategy was cost-effective (ICER $111,781/QALY) for

patients with high PD-L1 expression (≥50%) but not for those

with low expression levels (1%–49%) (ICER $161,546/QALY).

Three other studies were conducted from the perspective of

China’s healthcare system. In two separate reports, Xu et al.

adopted the PS model (37) and Markov model (36) using the

same clinical data, and the ICER values generated by the two

types of models were dissimilar. The other study by Zhou et al.

(35) was from a Chinese perspective and employed a Markov

model; nevertheless, it produced seemingly closer ICERs than

those obtained by Xu et al. (37) using the PS model. The three

studies arrived at the same conclusion that the therapy was

unlikely to be cost-effective in China, regardless of the

patients’ TPS.

Two studies based on the KEYNOTE-010 trial data reported

the cost-effectiveness of pembrolizumab monotherapy

compared with docetaxel as a second-line treatment for

patients with NSCLC whose PD-L1 expression was ≥1%. The

study of Huang et al. (38) utilized a PS model and generated an

ICER of $168,619/QALY, which was cost-effective at a WTP

threshold of $171,000/QALY. Anguiar et al. (39) described a

decision-analytic model without a specific type, which was

applied to evaluate several immunotherapy agents. The results

relevant to pembrolizumab estimated that the strategy would

obtain an ICER of $98,421/QALY compared with docetaxel. The

number was remarkably lower than that obtained by Huang

et al. (38), despite similar conclusions that pembrolizumab was

cost-effective compared to docetaxel.
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Pembrolizumab combined with chemotherapy
vs. chemotherapy

The cost-effectiveness of pembrolizumab combined with

chemotherapy versus platinum-based doublet chemotherapy

for the first-line treatment of patients with metastatic

nonsquamous NSCLC without EGFR or ALK mutations was

reported in six studies. The trial population of KEYNOTE-189

included patients with all PD-L1 expression levels. The study by

Lei et al. (16) and Jiang et al. (17) investigated the same strategies

from similar perspectives but different models, and arrived at

ICER of approximately $173,636/QALY (estimated from RMB)

and $96,644/QALY, respectively. Wan et al. (20) and Wu & Lu

(21) used the similar models, perspectives and strategies. Both

articles explored three different treating strategies based on the

patient’s PD-L1 expression level in the US and China context.

Some results were similar, but others were drastically different.

For example, with the treating strategy of giving patients with

PD-L1 expression ≥50% combination therapy and all other

patients chemotherapy, and the comparator strategy of

treating all patients with chemotherapy, the ICER by Wan

et al. (20) in the US perspective was $47,328/QALY,

significantly lower than the result by Wu & Lu for non-

squamous NSCLC with the same strategies and perspective

($143,282/QALY). Setting three times China ’s GDP

(approximately $29,000 in 2018) as the WTP threshold, the

results of all four studies, despite the marked variations in

ICERs, agreed that this combination therapy was not cost-

effective in China. From the perspective of healthcare payers

in the US, the ICERs for the combination therapy compared with

chemotherapy were documented in four studies. Zeng et al. (18)

reported the highest ICER of $194,372/QALY by using a

dynamic Markov model at a WTP threshold of $130,000/

QALY. The researchers concluded that pembrolizumab

combined with chemotherapy would not be cost-effective in

the US. Wan et el (20). also reached a similar conclusion, with an

ICER of $132,392/QALY at a WTP of $100,000/QALY.

Contrarily, two more studies, one using the Markov model

(21) and the other (22) the PS model, reported ICERs of

$122,248/QALY and $104,823/QALY, respectively, based on a

WTP threshold of $150,000/QALY. Two (20, 21) of the six

studies conducted an incremental analysis of the strategies based

on the PD-L1 tests in the contexts of the US and China. The

findings of Wan et al. (20) showed that testing for PD-L1

decreased the ICERs drastically in both China and US when

pembrolizumab plus chemotherapy was administered to

patients with PD-L1 ≥1% or ≥50%, whereas chemotherapy

was given to the rest. The results of Wu et al. (21), however,

suggested that PD-L1 test-based treatment strategies increased

the ICERs compared with the strategy that did not distinguish

between the PD-L1 expression levels.

Two studies based on the KEYNOTE-407 trial data analyzed the

cost-effectiveness of pembrolizumab combined with chemotherapy
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compared with chemotherapy for the first-line treatment of patients

with squamous NSCLC without EGFR or ALK mutations. A study

by Insinga et al. (19), which used the PS model, concluded that from

the perspective of US healthcare insurance payers, the combination

strategy without determination of PD-L1 status would produce an

ICER of $86,293/QALY and be cost-effective at a WTP threshold of

$100,000/QALY. In the study by Wu & Lu (21), which was

conducted from a similar US perspective and employed a Markov

model, the same combination strategy produced an ICER of

$121,375/QALY and was found to be cost-effective under a WTP

threshold of $150,000/QALYWu & Lu (21) also explored two other

PD-L1 test-based strategies for the KEYNOTE-407 population from

the perspectives of both the US and China, and found that the

combination strategy, regardless of the patient’s PD-L1 levels, was

not cost-effective for the population with squamous NSCLC in

China but cost-effective in the US.
Uncertainty analysis

One-way sensitivity analysis was performed in all 24 studies and

two-way sensitivity analysis in 3 studies, where parameter

uncertainties of the models were examined. The results of one-

way sensitivity analysis from different studies indicated that factors

having the biggest impact on the ICER can vary greatly. The cost of

ICIs was a common factor reported by several studies to exert a

significant impact on the results. In 20 studies, a probability

sensitivity analysis with the cost-effectiveness acceptability curve

(CEAC) was performed, which estimated the acceptability for

pembrolizumab regimens compared to chemotherapy at several

WTP thresholds. Scenario analysis was performed in 19 studies.

Frequent scenarios included alternative parametric distributions for

extrapolation of survival data, alternative modeling time horizon

and discount rates, utility values obtained from other sources, etc.,

or considering charity or aiding projects that helped in covering the

cost of immunotherapeutic medications. The results of scenario

analysis alluded that although most of the scenario assumptions

influenced the ICERs to some extent, only two scenarios from two

studies by Xu et el (36, 37). reversed the base-case conclusions (i.e.,

from being not cost-effective to cost-effective). These scenarios

assumed a significant reduction in the drug price of

pembrolizumab owing to charity projects.
Discussion

This systematic review included 24 CEA studies that were

relevant to pembrolizumab in the treatment of NSCLC. With

reference to a reporting quality checklist from The China

Guidelines for Pharmacoeconomic Evaluations 2020 Edition

(15), the included studies met, on average, 78.6% of the 40

listed items, and thus, were of medium quality. There are other

available checklists for health economic studies, such as the
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Consolidated Health Economic Evaluation Reporting Standards

(CHEERS 2022) (40) and the health technology assessment

guidelines by Phillips (41). Although these standard checklists

are generally applicable to health economic evaluations, the

China Guidelines for Pharmacoeconomic Evaluations checklist

is more specifically applicable to cost-effectiveness analysis,

which matches the subject of the present review. However, the

Chinese guideline has its limitations and does not cover the full

scope of quality assessment for cost-effectiveness analysis

studies. In particular, this checklist puts on emphasis on the

reporting format, instead of the quality of methodologies.

Therefore, it may be interesting to compare the quality

assessment results using different criteria in the future.

Analysis of the modeling methods revealed that, in most

studies, several key modeling assumptions, such as health states,

research perspective, modeling cycle, and time horizon, were

adequately described. However, the choice of a specific model

design, e.g. the Markov model with fixed transition probabilities,

over other options, was insufficiently justified. Moreover, the

sources of input parameters of clinical efficacy, costs, and utility

values were specified in most studies. However, as certain data

inputs were derived from other literature, little explanation was

given on whether the data, e.g. utility values, were suitable. This

omission may add to the parameter uncertainty inherent in the

model assumptions and lead to conclusions that are inapplicable

to the proposed perspective. Most studies were able to describe

the parametric distributions used to extrapolate the survival

data, but the selection of the distributions was not always

justified and specific parameter values were scarcely presented.

Although the included studies were conducted from various

study perspectives and country backgrounds, only direct medical

costs were considered as cost inputs. Thus, it was unclear how the

different perspectives (society, payers, or healthcare systems) could

be reflected in the type of cost inputs. For studies that took a

societal perspective, guidelines have recommended that indirect

costs, e.g. time costs and opportunity costs (42), be considered in

the CEA in additional to direct medical costs. To calculate some

indirect cost, or instance, the use of the human capital approach

(HCA) is recommended while performing calculations for the

indirect cost incurred during treatment. This approach makes use

of the average salary from the labor market to estimate the

productivity loss caused by the disease or early death based on

the assumption that all lost time will be used for prediction (43).

Analysis of incremental health economic evaluations showed

that ICERs generated from different study perspectives and

modeling methods can vary immensely, even when the studies

had the same clinical data inputs and compared similar

strategies. For example, the studies by Lei et al. (16) and Wu

& Lu (21) came to drastically ICER results of USD $173,636.57/

QALY and $47,328/QALY, using the same model type, same

trial population and similar treating strategies. Potential factors

that contribute to this drastic difference may lie in the model

assumptions and parameter inputs. The discrepancy in ICER
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values is the direct result of the differences in their modelled total

costs, LYs gained and QALYs. The difference in total costs might

result from different cost data sources, cost composition,

assumptions of subsequent treatments (i.e. second-line

treatments). Utility values also varied greatly from different

literature. The health states-based utilities in Lei’s study (16)

were from a quality-of-life report for the KEYNOTE-024 trial,

although the CEA was based on the KEYNOTE-189 trial. These

utility values led to much lower total LYs and QALYs gained

compared to the study by Wu & Lu (21), which used utility

scores based on the patient’s time-to-death from published

quality-of-life reports of the KEYNOTE-189 trial. We can see

that there is a large uncertainty in the parameter inputs,

specifically cost and utility data, used in the model-based CEA,

which can largely contribute to disparate ICER results of

similar studies.

Compared with the conventional standard chemotherapy,

pembrolizumab combined with chemotherapy or pembrolizumab

monotherapy seems more likely to be cost-effective in developed

countries, such as the United States and Switzerland. In China,

immunotherapy strategies involving pembrolizumab have hardly

been reported to be cost-effective by relevant pharmacoeconomic

studies. Also critical to the conclusions on cost-effectiveness is the

willingness-to-pay (WTP) threshold defined under a certain

perspective in each study. The WHO recommends the use of fewer

than three times the GDP per capita of the country in question as to

the threshold (44). Hence, the WTP thresholds can vary greatly

depending on the country’s economic development. Pembrolizumab

combined with chemotherapy has been concluded to be cost-effective

compared with conventional chemotherapy in studies performed

from the perspective of countries that are believed to be wealthy, such

as the United States and Switzerland. It is worth noting that studies

confirming the cost-effectiveness of pembrolizumab have generally

set relatively high WTP thresholds. For example, in three studies by

Huang et al. (27, 34, 38), the WTP threshold was set at $150,000/

QALY or even higher, which, although close to three times the GDP

of the US, may not be applicable in realistic settings. In contrast, for

the United Kingdom, which is a developed country, the WTP

threshold recommended by the National Health System (NHS) is

£30,000–£50,000. Accordingly, pharmacoeconomic evaluations from

the perspective of the UK’s NHS system allude that pembrolizumab

is unlikely to be cost-effective. This observation agrees with the results

of the studies on European reality (45, 46). Giuliani calculated the

differences in OS in phase III RCTs in first-line treatments with

pembrolizumab for metastatic NSCLC and the pharmacological

costs necessary to derive the benefit in OS for each trial (45, 46).

Pembrolizumab was found to be a cost-effective first-line treatment

for patients with metastatic NSCLC.

Two published systematic reviews are similar to our study.

Varma et al. (47) systematically reviewed the cost-effectiveness

analyses of ICIs. Three pharmacoeconomic evaluations related to

pembrolizumab in the treatment of NSCLC (25, 28, 36) were

included, and pembrolizumab was found to be cost-effective only
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in studies conducted from the perspective of the United States.

Another systematic review by Qiao et al. (48) included 14 studies

that reported the cost-effectiveness of pembrolizumab in the

treatment of NSCLC. Similar to the findings of our review. their

research also found that the results varied greatly among the

included studies, which led to completely different conclusions.

Thus, for payers and policymakers, it is necessary to carefully

evaluate the model design and assumptions in model-based health

economic studies and to formulate policies based on strong

evidence from robust studies with high validity. Compared to

the two existing reviews, in addition to comparing cost-

effectiveness results, our review puts an emphasis on the

reporting quality of the included studies and explores the

potential influence of the modeling methods on the final results.

Our findings can hopefully provide meaningful directions for

improving the quality of model-based cost-effectiveness analysis

as well as other related pharmacoeconomic evaluations.

One limitation of our study is that we could not quantify the

results through a meta-analysis. As the included cost-effectiveness

studies varied in their country perspectives and sources of data, it

was difficult to conduct a quantitative pooling of the results. Another

limitation is that, for similar studies with disparate ICER results, we

could not pinpoint the extent to which the factors (i.e. different data

sources, model structures, and parameter inputs) contributed to the

different results. In addition, our review only includes Chinese and

English language studies, which may involve a language bias.

Furthermore, the scope of the study is relatively small, as it merely

considered pembrolizumab in the treatment of NSCLC patients. In

the future, studies that focus on a more thorough evaluation of

different types of ICIs and conditions are warranted.
Conclusions

The present systematic review of 24 health economic studies

was conducted, which revealed that the existing cost-effectiveness

analysis studies are generally of moderate reporting quality and

that the modelingmethods used in these studies need to be further

strengthened for efficacy, in order to achieve valid outcomes to

better support relevant policy decision-making. The cost-

effectiveness of pembrolizumab therapy strategies for NSCLC

varies across countries, highlighting the need to pay more

attention to the methodologies of pharmacoeconomic research

to produce correct results of cost-effectiveness across countries.

Future research may focus on a more systematic, quantitative

approach to comprehensively evaluate the reporting quality and

results of studies.
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